END OF LINE
2" FIRE HYDRANT DETAIL

FOR MAINLINE \( \leq 4" \)

- TAPPED MJ PLUG OR CAP
- NO SERVICE LINES BETWEEN VALVE AND END OF LINE
- \#57 STONE SHOULD BE 18" ABOVE DRAIN HOLE.
- SELF DRAINING 2" FIRE HYDRANT W/ VALVE
- \( \frac{1}{3} \) YARD \# 57 STONE
- THRUST BLOCK
- SOLID CONCRETE BLOCK ALLOW FREE DRAINAGE AT DRAIN HOLE.

FOR MAINLINE \( > 4" \)

- TAPPING TEE
- 2" BRASS MIP x COMPRESSION COUPLING
- 2" SDR 21 PVC
- CONCRETE THRUST BLOCK
- CONCRETE BLOCK ALLOW FREE DRAINAGE AT DRAIN HOLE
- SELF DRAINING 2" FIRE HYDRANT W/ VALVE
- \#57 STONE AROUND DRAIN HOLE. USE \( \frac{1}{3} \) YARD OF GRAVEL. STONE SHOULD BE 18" ABOVE DRAIN HOLE.